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Financial-Aid: 'Who
Gets it; and-Why
Easterbrook Discusses
Judicial Restraint
. by Sally B. Weinbrom '
With' finals approaching, the
last thing on students' minds is
next year's tuition payments.
However, with spring semester
looming, students will have to.
start thinking about how r to
apply for both nationally funded
loans, and institutionally
provided' gifts, as well as
consider what their chances are
of receiving aid.
Although Audrey' Free,
Director of. the Financial Aid
Office, said her. office was not
prepared to present statistics as
to how many students are
currently receiving scholarship
aid, Dean Barron approximated,
that ten percent of the first-
year class receives institutional
aid ,directly 'from the Law
Center,' most / commonly in the
form of, Trustee Scholarships or
Jacob-Burns ...Fello\Vships.......Dean
Barron also .esttrnated seventy
percent of the first. year class is
paying tuition"with Government
Student, Loans (GSL's). The
other twenty percent receive no
form of aid. ' '. . _
For those payil1g tutt lon withGSL's, Mrs. Free cauttons that
application procedures fol' all
federal, programs .:and o ther
affiliated Ioan vprograms will
change this year due to the
recent change in the tax code.
"Intormat.IoriTs still hazy," she
said, ref'err Ing to the pending
publication of Department, of
Education guidelinesintetpreting
the new provisions in relation to
educa tiona I loans •.
She said that a change
particularly relevant to law
students. is stricter
documentation 'requtrements for
students under 24 who declare
the mse Iv e s , financially
independent. Students between
21 and 24 will now have to
report all assets and income
Whenfiling their Graduate and
Professional .School Financial
Aid Service' (GAPSFAS)forms
with the, Educational Testing
Services (ETS). Previously ETS
~equired In torrnat Ion about
Income only.
Mrs •. Free expects the
~APSFASforms' to be available
In the financiaL aid office.
shortly 'before the end of the
semester. She said that any
student wishing to qualify for A statute is like a contract,
aid,including. loans and the product of bargaining.
scholarships, must complete a Courts should recognize this and
GAPSFASform and send it to stop trying to interpret what
ETS in early 1987. Congress really meant when the
Loans available include the statute was passed.
GSL, available to all graduate That's what The Honorable
students with a demonstrated Frank Easterbrook says.
need; CONSERN" for students Easterbrook, who sits on the
attending school in the District United States Court of Appeals
of " Columbia; PLUS/ALAS, 'for the Seventh District, was
adjunct funds to GSL; and LAL, guest lecturer for the
which are Law Access Loans 'Enrichment Program on
available to' students in November 11. .Basterbrook's
(>artio ipa t ing universities, compariso!1s.of statutes to
Including the NLC.. . ". ' .bargains are understandable. He
Mrs. Free suggests that is the current . Editor of the
students begin filling out their Journal of Law and Economic's
GAPSFASforms only after they and as a student was on the
complete' their own 1986 tax Law Review at the University of
returns, since including an Chicago.
estimated tax form preventsETS Easterbrook says sometimes
from an accurate evaluation of 'the -establtshment of statutes is
,that~student!,s..need_AbOy,e,.aU,." ~~just-a· quest ion-of -organtaa tion
Mrs Free . emphasizes '. that ,withih the parties •. ,"It's,easier,
students be careful wheri filling to rally support when there are
out: forms, noting -:that greater profits to be gained. He
carelessness 10 filling out forms say s th ism a y be 0 n e
is .the number, one cause "of explanation as to why statutes
problems in students' receiving 'don',t necessarily protect
their aid.' , . .consumers •.
Students .Interested in applying Basterbrook oatso takes a
for scholarships begin doing so conservative stand on judtctal
by completing the GAPSFASas review" saying that, where a
well as completing theNLC's statute. ts i.sf len t, the court
scholarship applica t Io n ; should be silent. When there
According to Dean Barron, most are gaps in the legislation, the
first year scholarships are courts shouldn't try to fill them
dispensed on the basis of the in to reach what it views as the
student's need. However, most reasonable intent of the statute.
second and third year
scholarships are awarded on
merit. The school bulletin says
.that students already holding
trustee scholarships must,
maintain a "B" average.
Students wishing to receive new.
assistance must demonstrate to
, the Financial Aid office their
- academic superiorit¥ or proven
leadership capabilities.
Applications for first year
scholarships are reviewed. by
,Mrs. 'Free and Dean Barron.
Criterion for candidates include
analysis of the student's ability
to pay; the parent's ability to
pay· the dependen ts i.n the
students famlly also gomgto
college;' and " the' amount of
financial aid already awarded to
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. Professor "Arthul'WilmartIi
says the battle between judicial
conservatism 'and· the
jurisprudence of intention is a
long-standing· one, but notes
t ha t Easterbrook positions
himself, to the far side of the
right. -This is the tyPical view
of most Reagan Admmiatrat ton
appointees, says Wilmarth.
Next month, Professor Theresa
Schwartz's Enrichment Program
will host Senator Bill Bradley to
lectute on the Third World Debt.
Students Prompt Domestic:
.Violence Policy Change'
by Scott Ives
La w students are often
impatient to leave the
.hypotheticals of ~lackacre. and
widgets and get mvolved with
real legal problems. However,
NLC third· years Sharon Papp ,.
and Robin Haffner and '86
graduate Mary DeBarr" have
begun to change the law while
still in school by successfully
implementing changes in the,
D.C. Police procedure regarding
domestic violence •
. Papp, Haffner and DeBarr
began work on the issue in
Professor Banzaff's Le~al Action
class, also known as 'Sue the
Bastards." Banzaff's class
requires- students to select an
area of law which has faults and
to attempt to institute reform
through legal action; Papp,
Haffner and DeBarr chose the
plight of abused spouses as their
project. When the course
ended, the three students
con t inued . to pursu~ their
project in an independent study,
supervised by Banzaff.
During the independent study,
the three. students wrote a
formal petition requesting the',
D.C. Police Department to adopt
three pr ov Is ions concerning
domestic 'violence. " The first
provision requested that the
police department treat domestic
violence as a crime and to make
arrests if there is probable
cause to suspect that a crime
had been committed.
"Until our resolutions were
passed, the normal practice of
the D.C. police had been to not
make arrests, . but rather to
attempt to mediate the
.disputes," Papp explained. Papp
'.added tnat the purpose of this
provision was to make it clear
that . "domestic violence is a
crime." .
The second provision of the
petition asked that an addition
be placed on. the police
departmen ts record forms
GO TO, PAGE 4, COL. 4·
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The Student Newspaper of the
National Law Center
EDITORIALS
~he~~eservers
What ever happened to the notion of common courtesy? The
lack of it at the NLC is becoming more and more evident as finals
approach. We are talking about the inconsiderate students who,
upon arriving at the NLC, "reserve" what they think is their own
private carrel. Their tactics: leave books in carrel all day, go to
class, goito lunch, read the magazines and newspapers on the first
floor, and still ~aye a secured place to study in between classes.
ConseCAuently,this leaves the rest of to walk by row upon row of
these reserved," but unoccupied, carrels. Where does this leave the
rest of us? Either at a noisy table near the second floor entrance
or in the Advocate office expounding our frustrations in a house
editorial.
Let's be reasonable, .You "reservers"are causing others a lot
of frustration, headaches, and wasted study time trying to find an
unreserved place to sit. It is.ridiculous to use your "rdserved"
carrel only three of the eight hours your books may sit there during
the day. Take the books with you and allow others the opportunity
to study also. .
If the "reservers" can't find the common courtesy to amend
their ways perhaps we as the other students should do it for them.
How about setting their books aside until ther return? Or asking
them when it appears they are going to class i you could use their
carrel? Let's not let these "reservers" intimidate us. We have
every much a right to study space as they do. We did pay our
tuition after all. . . .
Response to..Welch
We believe that you shouldn't beat a dead horse. But now SBA
President Jonathan Welch has submitted a loosely-written rebuttal
full of. sour grapes that -rnust be tempered with the facts. "
The President blames the Advocate for reporting on -hts
mishandling of the football decision. He forgets that, had he rreven-:
screwed up, the story would never have been written. Instead, he
alleges we intended to create a scandal, 'conveniently forgetting that
the Advocate and the SBAhad close relations since the start of the
year. We find no malice in the article •. We try to be evenhanded:
we report on the bad as well as the good. Would the SBA--the
representative organ for all students--rather we not run the story?
Welch makes several irrelevant and ubsubstantiated assertions
to (presumably) justify his conduct. His assertion that we did not
run an informational story about homecoming must be balanced with
the fact that one of his own committee people failed to write the
story, as had been arranged. Furthermore, he fails to note that,
two issues ago, we ran an extensive piece on the planned festivities.
We note that everything in the article was attributed to
students, of which all but two were identified. Prior to publtcation,
two Board members reviewed the story. Contrary to Welch's
assertion, many students were· willing to go on record about his
mistake. Welch himself was twice interviewedl that he terminated
those interviews indicates his inability to fOllow through on his
proclaimed willingness to "take the heat."
. Several other errors indicate Welch's carelessness with the
facts. The combined text on the issue took up less than a page of
the paper; hardl~ the "one-third" claimed •. The sarcastic reference to
the game as an important contest" was missed by Welch, suggesting
it was he and not us, that has a distorted concept of the SBA.
Finahy, the crtttctam of not:.paying attention to substanitive
issues is an indictment of the SM, not the Advocate. Unlike the
SBA, we have devoted significant space to compelling issues
including affirmative action and gay rights. Welch's myoptic
perceptions of student inactivism does not go beyond his own office.
We do not regret the story; we only regret that the conduct of our
SBAPr.esident required its writing. .
Kenneth W. Brothers
Editor-in-Chief
Scott Ives
Elizabeth MacGregor
.Celia Ockey
Editors
Liam Sweeney
. Photo Editor
Lisa Barry
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Letters to the Editor'
Maryland Mudslinging'
To the Editor:
Although it was a few years
ago, I remember the
conversation like it was
yesterday; my mother speaking
.t hr oug h her thick accent
marvehng over her new delight
with tfie great American
democratic process. The one
problem, she used to say, was
that there were not enough
women running for elected
offices. She argued then that if
"nothing else", the races would
certainly be a "nicer" experlence
for the public that had to bear
all the mudsfing lng, Surely, the
argument went, nominated
women would never be, as
callous, cutting,' and vicious as
their male counterparts were
towards each other. However,
she felt that given a woman on
one side of the ballot and a
man on the other, a. woman
could carry her weight (after
all, everyone knows women have
great endurance in sports!).
Wha t my mo ther never
contemplated was the scenario
that plagued Maryland this
election year. Two' women on
opposite tickets, fighting a
bloody battle that even the most·
e xpe rLe n o e d of old boy
pohticians would cast a rol.l ing
eye on. , .'.
Linda Chavez (R), in· a
desperate attempt to rewrite her
own political and personal
history ~even to the extent that
she had .'conveniently" forgotten
that' she'hadconverted .t o
. JUdaisrrti!prior to her marr-iage)"
.broughtvto bear new dimensions
to the term "mudslinging".
Some. would say she fought
like a man, striking her bat at
every available pitch. She even
had the audactty to suggest that
her opponent, Barbara Mikulski '
(D) was a lesbian; a. comment
"that I believe even the most
chauvinistic of males would not
have dared make.
What to make -of such a sad
display of American politics? I
am happy to report that the
Maryland .voters did not buy
Chavez's brand of dirt. 'They
are a more sophisticated group
o f J? e 0pie, t han Ch a v e z
ant Iclpated and hence Mikulski
remains .In house where she
belongs--the one on the Hill.
Perhaps now Chavez will do us
all a favor and also remain in
the house 'where she be longs--
the house of no return.
I am sad however to report
. that Chavez. defied what my
mother thought not possible.
Women can and will, when the
powers that be move them, to
be as cutthroat as the next ~uy;
even when that next guy IS a
woman. I guess in that sense
women have truly arrived.
Arrived to a place where women
stand side by side equally with
men. An equality, I submit
which even the most ardent of
feminists would have preferred
NOT, to be associated. .
Julie LeAloha Kessler
Bad Joke 1
To the Editor:
.'I'm sure many other imemberaz.,«.
of the law school will [join me
in expressing disgust and
disappointment over SCQtt Ives'
opening "joke" in his article
"Bad TV". Although his
statement is certainly protected
speech, we generally expect that
, enlightenment--or at least good
taste,.-would preo lude Mr Ives
from degr adrng a class of
individuals in such a way. Well,
here's one moped-rider who
won't stand for it. Shape up
v ,your act, Ives! .
Cynthia Ha~eL ,
Bad Joke 2
To the Editor:
In response, to Scott Ives'
recent column that' opened with .
a sexist remark, two. of. my.
friends and I confronted Scott.
to discuss why he printed this
remark. Scott and' two other'
members of the Advocate staff
repeatedly stated that we should
write a letter expressing our
concerns. Here it is. " .
Scott stated that he
understood that' his remark was
sexist and cruel. He informed
us that several people had urged
him not to print it 'and warned
hIm that he would offend
people. Scott agreed with these.
comments and our concerns, ,but:.;~
said thafthey' didii.'tmatter~',·;·~.' '.
To Scott, the' discrimination'
that women experience doesn't
matter,the discrimination that
fat people experience doesn't
matter, .our distress at his
disre~ard of these problems
doesn t matter, and I assume
that this letter itself doesn't'
matter. Signme--Another
Invisible Woman at the NLC
[Name. withheld by request]
Bad Joke 3
To the Editor:
Far more embarrassing to'
Scott Ives than "watching' bad
television," "datfng a fat gIrl" or -
"riding a moped" ought to be
exposure of his unenlightened
attitudes to the law school
community in column . after
column. The editors of the
Advocate might be hungry for
copy, but not so hungry' that
they a Ll o w an article, so
offensive to women and
overweight individuals, to appear
in' print.
Mr. Ives most recent article
cont trms all our fears that some
men view women as but another
vehicle through which they
compete with one another. Mr•
Ives wouldn't want to be caught.
dead dating a fat girl. Why
not? . Perhaps because she would
. not be the best acquisition he
could have made. She might not
serve as the best arm decoration
he could have.
While we're on the subject,
we'd like to remind Mr. Ives
that grown women are just that.
Gro wn women. ,To call law
school, or college women for
that matter, girls, is to belittle
them. It gives you away Mr.
Ives, as a Neanderthal unable to
cope with the realities of
GO TO PAGE 8,.COL 1-
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"I .Deny that I·Ever 'Acted Maliciously."
~
by Jonathan Welch
"I used to be disgusted
NoWI 'try to be amused,"
--Elvis Costello
-; '.\
Alittle more than d year ago
a revolutionary idea was born at
the NLC.· The idea was that
law students, despite their
proclivity to be ogres,' don't
alwayshave to be ogres. "It was
a risky proposition, but it was
believed that law students could
be creative and uninhibited, and
could actually have fun. In
essence, some NLCstudents had
enough faith in the students
here at the NLCto believe that
they didn't always have to act
like law students.
OPINION
Andso Homecoming was"born;
a tradition was, begun. It was
to be the NLC's version of
MardiGras, our response to the'
traditional party or architecture
schools--The Beaux Arts Ball.'
The only ground rule for the
NLCHomecoming was that it, be
fun; .at every step of the way
it waSto' be a farce, a satire of
an Instttutfon that exists at
nearly every high school and
college in this country, By
making fun of Homecoming USA
we were able to also laugh at
ourselves,and last year's
Homecomingwas an unequivocal
success. , , ." ,.. • ' ,
Thefacttha,t,this, year's
Homecoming'was, also. successful, ,
in sp,ite 'of"the con tr,oversy, says
a lot 'about ourselves as a law among several persons,_
school community. Those especially myself" created an
hundreds of students who unfortunate situation. > •
partiCipated in the two days of . However, the Advocate story
Homecoming '86 helped. to show in the last issue was at its best
the NLC,at its best. Anyone misleading. The implication that
who attended Friday night's I was involved in clandestine
dance, :witnessed Saturday's me e tin g s 0 r plot s. 0 r
parade .down H street, helped to manipulation of the SBAmeeting
build a float or watched the: is particularly false. I seriously
game itself had to come away doubt that Ken Brothers the
with a positive feeling about the author of the article, could have
NLC. Ten years ago we may found anyone with first-hand
not remember who taught us kno wledge of the facts who
Legal Research, or what the rule would have supported the story
of Shelley's case Is, ,but we will he created. I deny that I ever
remember that herotc atterrpt at acted maliciously, as Mr.
a parade. I'm not certain, but Brothers contends. It seems to
it is a safe bet that we are the me to be a case where a zealous
only law school in the country newspaper editor smelled a
with its .own Homecoming and' scandal for his front page.
that is something for us to be At its worst, the advocate
proud of, article was entirely inaccurate.
On the other hand, the I would pick through those
controversy that surrounded the inaccuracies ad nauseam but it
choice of a team for the game would be a waste of time. And·
shows us as just law students, as a student newspaper, mistakes
subject to the same. greed ana are to be expected. But
determination to win that exists shouldn't there be at least some
at any other law school. There threshold level of competence?
were even students who And if we are so willing to
"boycotted" Homecoming this forgive the mistakes of the
year., They've probably never student-writers for the
boycotted anything else' in their Advocate, are not. the student-
lives and now they decided to representatives in the SBA
take action. Whodid they think entitled to make an occasional
they were hurting? mistake? .
As to the heart of the Similarly} while nearly one-
controversy itself, I must say third of tne text of the last
'that things were not handled in Advocate was devoted to the
the best possible ,way. I take football controversy, there
full responsibility for that.] wasn't a single mention of the
don't claim that I did not make upcoming Homecoming, in spite
any mistakes in all of' this., It, • of repeated request!,!. Mr., .
was' .s Irnpl y .a, case where '-'1' Brothers says the headhnes were-»
misccnlmunicatioR, and conrusion.. ,Jost and the story forgotten,
etc.... Hark! Another mistake?
The result is a paper full of
. controversy, of Interest to a
very small number of students
and their former section-mate
Mr. Brothers, and lacking is any
.not tce to NLC' students of a
rare opportunity to have a great
time while participating in a law
school function.
It's a' shame that the
Advocate doesn't devote more
energy to, addressing some of
the truly important issues
around here. But then,it is
tougher to get to the root of
problems like divestment, tuition
mcreases or our problems in
minority recruitment. 'Thereare
. .plerrty of serious issues for us
to concern ourselves with. It
does a great disservice to so
blatantl~ confuse our priorities.
Whydon t we lighten up on the
non-issues and dig in where it
counts?
, Finally, last week's Advocate
editorial' referred to the
.Homecoming game as "an
important contest, proving that
the editors who wrote the
opinion missed the entire point
of the event. That game could
not have been less important.
And I'm actually glad that, in
spite of a close game
Georgetown won. Hell, we'll
play them again. The real
winners were the players, who
were drinking beer and "jungle
juice before, during and after
the game. They understand
what Homecoming is all about;
, ,It's a shame that everyone can't
come to'such'.'''a "'simple'
understanding. '
Advocacy: 'I'he.Lost Cause
by Elizabeth,lI. MacGregor
My roornmate,'s'favorite
phrase, and one , I've heard
frequentl,f. throughout law
school, is we're doomed."lt
seems to appropriately describe
our fate, as law students,
although my roommate is not
nea~ly so fatalistic in the larger
sense. Otherwise, she would not
work at the EPA. would not
petition for the D.C. bot t lebtll,
arndwould not work fervently
or other environmental
concerns. She does these things
OPINION
because she feels' a clean
environment is a worthyca.use, .
bhutmore importantly, because
s .e thinks her efforts make a
lfference~
This tlpe 'of idealism is
tYPical0 young people. Wesee
the world, its problems, and its'
otential,and we actively seek
O.affect changes in perceived
Justices everywhere. Activism
~ the part of young people. has
lven rise to the Civil Rights
<:t of U164, the end of the
VIetnam War,and by way of a
mOdern example, the , anti-
apQrthe id . rnoveme'nt. The
~~,.,~\.J .':";~.~;.;~: 0~
pressure that students have
placed on colleges and
universities to divest has led to
increased awareness and general
suppor-t.' for sanctions against
South Africa. The combination
of idealism and activism by'
young people" who feel that
their efforts are important, .has
led to reforms in many areas,
frequentll despite the loud
protests 0 naysayers.
At first glance, it would
appear that our good old NLCis
no exception. Idealism is
evident in the editorial pages of
the newspaper, the classroom,
and the efforts of student
or-gan tz atIons that' promotes
public interest law and a living'
Constitution. Our attitudes are
those of true advoca tes: we see
the flaws in society and seek to:
use our newly developed skills"
.to change the s~stem. Isn't
that what "justice' is? .." .
However, a closer look reveals
something very different. While'
our student population is v~ry
idealistic, we aren't very acttve,
Sure, our student organizations,
meet and debate the goods and
. ills of the left and the right,
our letters and editorials
espotise this cause and that, and
we students mechanically and
reguarly chime up in class, "but
that's unjust!" But action
speaks louder than words. The
greater part of us are a lot
more interested in the salary,
perks, a~d prestige factor of the
law firm we're going to work
for next' summer than in an
opportunity to work for our
personal cause in some capacity.
Most of us are too busy
studying or composing the
perfect cover letter to spend
just one or two hours a week
volunteering for something we
believe in. ' . "
It's not that we've lost our
ideals; we certainly still' have
those.' We simply haven't
exactly moved from the idealism
\?hase to the next stage,
realism", where we see the
world as just inherently flawed
and our efforts as pretty much
in vain.
Why have we split idealism
from activism? Law school
teaches us to value time at the
margin, and we realize one more '
hour at Grim could raise that
grade' by an all important point
or two, and one hour taken
away from study could help that
person sitting In the fron~ row
get just that far ahead of us.
Perhaps we are afraid to
par-ticfpate.dn activities that do
not fit into the conservative
. ima.ge of the' legal profession •
Or have our pecuniary concerns
overtaken our moral ones, as we
each watch'our indebtedness rise
by $10,000 dollars per 'year and .'
realize that ,its going to take' an
awfully high salary to pay'"off
those loans we're furiously
racking up?
A few weeks ago I saw my
.".'
old college roommates. They
were astonished at my apparent
obsession with a big bucks, high .
power career. I found myself
repeatedly saying, "But I haven't
lost my values," and "I haven't
changed." And I sincerely felt
that way. I didn't realize that
I was communicating something
entirely different to my friends.
, Of course, it would' be
unreasonable to suggest that
everyone abandon their
potentially lucrative careers and
do exclusively pro bono 01'
"cause" oriented work, but I do
think that we can all do
something. One does not have
. to, be in .or . think like the
Federalist Society or the Equal
Justice Foundation to have
beliefs., Certainly a few hours a
'week 'doing something active
; about four; idealism would not
create' ainajor .burden on our
time.' Besides that, it has the
added benef its of providing
r e e r e'a t Io n from constant
.studying, and many activities do
look good on a resume.
Such work does not even have
to be law related. There. are.
plenty of opportunities and help'
is ,needed ,in many areas.
Anne's Reader Exchange' is on
the'same page as the funnies in
the. Saturday Washington Post.
A little work is so helpful in
" many· wuys--although often
frustr'atin~, it is rewarding for
, the' indivldual. And we can
make a difference.
1be Advocate November 11, 1986 Page-4
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Opponents Clash at PAD Drug Test Discussion
by Peter Most
Drug testing of employees was
the topic at a PAD-sponsored
panel of four lawyers .and a
doctor on November 6. B¥ the
end of the seventy-five mInute
forum, it was clear that . the
panel members could agree only
that they disagreed on the
controversial issue. Partisan
political views obstructed the
goal of understanding the role
drug testing should be allowed
to play in the work place,
obfuscating the issue further for
the sparse crowd in attendance.
The afternoon's discussion
centered on the issue of
whether the drug testing of
employees is constitutionally
valid, and, if it is, then what
constraints need to be affixed
to the practice.
If there was one point that
the panel members could agree
'upon, it was simply that drugs
in the work place have become
a pr ob l em of catastrophic
proportions. One statistic, cited
by Justice Department attorney
Nanette Everson, indicated that
65% of all American workers
have tried illicit drugs. Of that
number, 44% have used drugs
with in the last year.
Furthermore, it was noted by
local labor' law attorney D.
Brent Gunsalus that drugs lower
the average worker's
productivity by nearly one-third.
making the corporate cost of
drug abuse about $100 billion a
year.
Alan Adler, legal council at
the American Civil Liberties
Union, explained that . the
A.C.L.U. belleves mandatory drug
testing without cause is both
unconstitutional and
unnecessary. "Virtually every
court has determined that
compulsory analysis is a
violation of the search and
seizure protection under the
fourth amendmen t," Adler
explained. He added that the
A.C.L.U. maintains that better
supervision of workers could
attain the same results as drug
testing without Infrfnging' upon
worker's c o n s t t tu t io n a I
protection. ' .
Ms. Everson came to the panel
representin?j the Reagan
Administration s view on the
topic, which differed drastically
from the view proffered by Mr. '
Adler. Everson explained that
the current administration sent
emissaries to South American
governments and asked, "'what
are you doing to reduce' the
drug supply?' and they asked us,
'what are you doing to reduce
t he demand?'" Eve r s on
Int imat.ed that mandatory drug
testmg IS an effective means to
reduce the abuse of drugs in the
work place, cit,ing Departmentof
.Section 12 Holds Rock Climb
the Navy figures which showed
employee drug abuse dropped
from 48% to 4% .af ter drug
testing was instituted.
Everson addressed the
constitutionality of testing
employees, explaining that drug
testing should not be viewed as
,a violation of the "right to
privacy." "It is a misnomer to
say this is a 'right to privacy'
issue. [Employees] have. no
right to take. illegal drugs.
There is no right to do an
illegal act. " ' ,
Paul Kamenar, an attorney for
t h e Washington Legal
Foundation, expressed the view
that when it comes to drug
test ing the end' most certainly
just if ies the means. ' "Too much
is at 'stake to i$nore the tools
available to us, Kamenar said.
Kamenar expressed the fear that."
without the. availability of
employee drug testin~,persons \
such as pilots and air traff i9
controllers could go to ..work
under the inf luence of drugs and,
ultimately cause injury to the
public at large.
. Drug testing of employees is
an issue particularly pertinent in
the field of labor relations. D.
Brent Gunsalus, an attorney in
the field of labor law for the
firm of Baker & Hostetler, said
he counsels that drug testing
should be avoided by
corporations unless the enployee
I
Students at la" school Ieam
they must walk land climb) the
stra.ight and narrow on a
Section' 12 rock climb" held
several weeks ago at Rock
Creek Park. The students
pictured above were. hiking the
Billy Goat Trail at Bear Island.
has a history of problems. on
the job,' or a marked decline in
productivity which could stem
from a drug-related problem. If
an employee's actions do
necessitate testingl he advises.+that the urine ana ysis results"
be kept confidential, and then
used only as the firs~ step in
the counseling of the employee,
not as. cause for·· outright
dismissal. "
, Dr. David Perry, a George
Washington University Professor
of Pharmacology,explained that,
contrary to public perception,
there exists reliable methods to
determine whether drugs have
been used,though he cautions
tha t: the results from one
analysis are not adequate alone.
Various methods of testing have
differing degrees of accuracy,
and he stressed that a positive
test needs to be rechecked by a
different method to fairly
determine the existence of drugs
, in the sample. . ..-
As the forum progressedj iand
each panel member spoke in
turn, it became apparent that
t he r e were two overriding
prmctples mvolved: a desire for
a drug-free work place, and a
desire to achieve that end
without infringing upon worker's,
constitutional rights •. Moreover,
it is still apparent that it is yet
to be determined whether these,
concepts may co-exist or
wrether they are mutuallyexclusive.
Domestic
Violence '~rcocIit'af.
FROM PAGE 1
distinguishing domestic violence
from stranger violence.
According to Papp, this addition ,
served two functIOns •. First, it
protected the victims. "Domestic ,-
violenceincr.eases in intensity
as the number of instances
escalate," she stated. By
knowing how.many incidents had
occurred ..previouslYh the policewould be aware of. t e increased
like lihood of danger. . Second,
the addition would allow the
department to. keep ..accurate
statistics for the. first time
regarding domestic violence.
The third. provision stated
that a brochure should be made
available to victims of domestic
'violence 'even in cases where
probable cause. had .not been
p.roven. "This brochure' would
benefit the victims by explaining
their legal options and by
informing them. of, places where
they can go to get help,"Papp
said: .When Papp, Haffner and
DeBarr had completed the
petition, they held a press
conference to publicize the
domestic violence issue and the
filing of their petition with the
D. C. Po l ic e : Depar tmerrtv': The
conference, which was held last
June, included eight speakers'
and was .:broadcast on Channel :
Four's five p.m, news, -1r
In early November, D.C. Chief
of Police Maurice Turner wrote
Banzaf!., informing him that the
department had accepted all
three his student's provisions.
Papp believed that the
department's decision may have
been influenced by the fact that:
the U.S. Department of Justice
has recently released statistics
which indicate that arrest is the
best deterrence for domestic
violence. '
It Was' a .Joke. J-O-I(:"E
by ScottIves
I would like t? ~espondto ~he
tetters concerrnng my openmg
joke in the' last edit ton of my
column. Ftrst I would like to
say that it was. intended to be
rust that--a Joke. Of the
~ountless female .Ia w students
whoexpressed their disdain for
my comment about mopeds and
fat girls, all had stated that
they had' not read the. rest of
the article. If "they had,they
would have discovered that the
article, like all of my articles,
was wrItten tongue- in-cheek.
Nothing in the column was
meant to be taken seriously; In'
real life I do not promote
lobotomies (as one paragraph
recommended .'in 'order to
appreciate bad r.v.) nor do I rail
against heavy p~o'ple. ..
People .f amt l iar: w ith my
column will know that in past
articles I have. made acerbic
comments about hiring partners,
the C.D.O., Law Review, Nancy
Reagan (actually her new china),
myself, my religion; God and the
Beaver. Until last issue, no one
has complained and I have never
been struck by lightning.
Now, as to my critics -. ' First
would like to .express', my'
disappointment with the woman
who will only call herself
Another Invisible Woman at the
NLC. We did in fact have a
long talk in which we both
expressed our views on the
eomment , It was I who asked
this student. to express her
views in print. lam saddened
.OPINION
that the product of our
discussion was such an utterly
inaccurate and frankly.severely
depressing letter. I never. said
that before I ran my column, I
thought that it would be cruel,
but that it didn't matter. What
I said. was that I realized' that
some, people might view this
comment as being offensive and
cruel.
In retrospect, I think that my
comment was unfair and mean to
heavy people. I say people,
because' I still don't feel that
..the comment was cruel towards'
women in general. Though 'my
comment was mean and at the
expense of heavy people, I still
believe that the comment had
some validity to it. Asone
female' law professor observed,
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my comment did not imply that'
I disliked heavy people, but
rather that our society
discriminates against heavy
people and treats them with a
sense of embarrassment.
As for my use of the term
"girl" to describe women in our
age group, I similarly demur.
When contemporary lexicons
come up with a suitable parallel
for "guy," then I will stop
saying girl. To me "woman" is
like the Spanish pronoun
"usted," its connotations are
stilted and cold when used in
informal contexts. How often
do you hear . people say "I'm-
going out to play softball with
the men"'?
. In c losing, I would like to say
that though I do not agree with
their point, I respect and admire.
the women who felt strongly
enough about my comment to
speak with me about it. They
argued their position well and
with passion. Nevertheless, I
still wonder that if lam wrong
in my hypothesis that society
views heavy people with
embarrassment, then how many
of 'these protestfng womenwould
have gone to their high school
proms' with John Candy?
ABA Bulletin Board
by Nancy, McGl>'Jlll s: '" : ·~.7
If' ';ou '-a~~ ....not}al~~adY a
member of the American Bar
Association, now is the time to
join. Because each. student at
the NLCis planning. a career in
the legal profession, he or she
belongs 10 the Law Student
Division of the ABA •.
Membership dues are $10.00 a
lear; benefits include:
ABAJournal: a 12 month
SUbscription to the most widely
read publication in the legal
~rofession. .
Student Lawyer: a 9 month
SUbscription with articles on
current social and legal topicslOU should know about.
Medical! Life Insurance:
applications are available. Pick
one up in the SBAoffice. .
* MasterCard Program: no
annual fee when you apply as a
LSDmember. Details on how to
apply are posted on the SBA2ff ice bulletin board.
Preliminary Multistate Bar
Review Course: receive a $70.00
discount on your bar review
course. Also free .review
:;materials are provided if you
sign up before October 1.* Sections and Forum
Committees: you'll receive
'publications and attend seminars
. on current developments in such
fields as corporatfons, banking,
tax, energy, and criminal .Ia w
and receive guidance on which
areas of the la w will best serve
your aspirations.
Plus there. is much more:
national competitions and
meetings, matching grants up to
$2,000.00, bargain book buys and
Hertz rental discounts.
Take the opportunity now to
send in your membership
application, and begin taking
advantage of the bcnerttsor the
ABA while you are st.l l I a
student. .
If you have any questions,
suggestions o r. . problems
throughout 'the year.t Nancy
McGlynn, the AHA/LSD
Representative for the NLC'will
be happy to assist you.
MessalJes may be lertin the
ABA/L:sOmailbox in either the
SBAoffice or the records office.
How to Make
it Thru Finals
by Joe Costa
All semester long the reading
and studying has been intense,
but it is now time to PANIC.
Yes, that's. right,it's time to
discipline ourselves. No more
going out on weekends; no more
Hill Street. Blue on Thursday
nights. Here are ten hints to
make this period more tolerable.
1. Get Bing Crosby albums to
remind you of the. holidays.
. 2. Bowl after each final and'
only bowl when the pins are in
the middle of reset t tng,
3. Read the Far Side, Bloom
County and Doonesbury daily.
4 . Go Christmas caroling all
by yourself' a couple of times.
5. Taunt, insu~t, ar:td abuse a
bum; then give him five bucks,
6. Spend a couple hours .u~
bathroom stalls reading graffitI
7. Buy some Near Beer.
8. If you are a guy, grow a
beard. .,'
9. If you are. a gir l, stop
bleaching you ractal hafr,
10. Make an obscene phone
call to a recording.
Application Law Student Division Membership
(Please print. Fill out application completely.)
JOIN THEA&\!
This form is for -law
stUdents only. Admittance
to the bar renders an
applicant ineligible. An
applicant must be currently
enrolled in an ABA-
?-Pproved la w school to
JOIn. Please allow 4-6
weeks for processing.
Incomplete· applications
~~nnot be processed.
Wease pro v ide all
ormation requested. .
Name
First Middle
Street
ABA's International
Human Rights
Committee
Welcomes
Applicants
by Cynthia Raw
The American Bar Association
. invites law students interested
in the field of international
human rights to join the
International Law and Practice
Section's Committee· on
International Human· Rights.
The commi t te e . sponsors
informative pro~rams and
projects on human r-Ights issues.
Informal brown bag luncheons
featuring speakers known in. the
field of tnternattonat human
rights, seminars. and lectures are
a few of the other means
through which the committee
educates Reople in the field of
international human rights.
Students joining the. committee
will have an opportunity to help
plan and coordinate future
activities as well as to
participate in subcommittee
work. The subcommittee works
in areas dealing with human
rights legislation, international
human rights treaties, freedom
for foreign lawyers and judges
persecuted for representing
unpopular clients or upholding
t h eru leo f Ia w, and
humanitarian law. National Law
Center Professor Ralph
Steinhardt heads a subcommittee
which prepares amicus briefs in
cases Involving human rights.
The eomm It t ees monthly
meetings, ,are, 9p~n"to.all
'interested persons and are held
on the third Tuesday of each
month. The next meet ing.vwi Il
be held from 12-2 p.rn, on
November 18 at the WashingtonlD.C. off ices of the ABA,loca tea
at 1800 M Street, N.W., 2nd
floor. Students interested in
joining the committee may
con tact Stephen Klitzman,
Chairman, 2238 Decatur Place,
N.W'lWashington, D.C. 20008, orCyntnia Rapp, 525-1029.
Upcoming committee events
include:
November 17: Brown Bag
Lunch with leading South
African Human Rights Lawyer
and Scholar, Professor Johan
Van derVyver. D.C. Bar
Building, 1707 L Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C., from 1-2:30
p.m,
Firs t week of December:
Program on Comprehensive Anti-
Apartheid Act of 1986, Policy
and Implementation .
December 10: .Human Rights
Day Program .
December 13: Human Rights
in Poland Program
For further details contact
Stephen Klitzman at 462-2862.
Check one of the following:
o I wish to enroll as a Division member. Enclosed is my membership dues which
includes an allocation of $2.75 to the ABA Journal and $2:50 to the Student
Lawyer.
o Multiple year dues payment.
o 2.yrs ($20) 0 3 yrs, ($30) .. 0 4 yrs. ($40)
o Iam already a Division member-I wish to apply for section enrollment.
Membership dues enclosed $ ($10.00)
ABA section fees $ ----
. Total $ -~--
. Birth Date .
.CIJ· IT] [1]
Month Day . Year
Law School Entry
ITl [IJ
Month Year
Mailing Address Apt #
City State Zip ------
Law School _"':";'_.......;........;. __ -=_ City -~---=-.......;.---
Signature __ :...- ...:-.:-...:..----------.:.---......-..
.As a jaw student ';'ember 01 the ABA. I will abide by its Constitution &nd By-laws
o VisaPlease charge my:
Card No._-,-_
Prospective
Graduation Date'.
[IJ [IJ
Month Year Office Use Only
Numeric State Code IT]
o MasterCard
___ Exp: Dat~ _.J.I~_
Mo .. Yr:
q,
Alpha State Code OJ Law School Code [I]
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Aid (cont'd)
the student. The criterion for
upper-c lass scholarships is
sUbjective and relies heavily on
academic accomplishment.
Mrs. ,Free stated that, while
law school policy prevented her
from releasing the financial
guide lines used to" decide
scholarship allocation, both she
and' Dean Barron said that
scholarship funds are dispensed
to as many students asposstble,
Dean Barron notes that need-
based aid is alloca ted based on
'comparative disadvantage,'
which recognizes that, while
almost all students need aid,
some need it more than others.
"Wedon't have enough financial
aid," he said. "In a school like
this, tuition is so expensive that
ev~ry?ne has some need.", It s a very generous
program," added Mrs. Free. .
Dean Barron estimates that
15% of the University's budget
finances scholarships. He hopes
.to see that figure escalate ,now
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tha t the ne w building is
complete and capital outlay has
diminished. He added that next
year ten new Jacob Burns
, fellowships will be available due
'to an additional grant by Mr.
Burns. ' ','
, Certain scholarshipsrincluding
the Burns f e 110wship, are
dispensed in accordance with the
wishes of the donor. ' These
scholarships are awarded on
academic merit basis only and
are available to qualified
entering students. ,They pay at
least $5,000.00 for tuition for
one year. '
Dean Barron noted that the
new Burns Scholarships indicate
a switch from need··based
scholarships to merit-based
scholarships. "I visited a lot of
law schools," he said, "and a lot
more have moved, to merit, the'
reason being that most middle
class families sending a child
through law school are under a
strain." Because more students
are in need, donors frequently
stipulate the awards be based on
merit.
. Dean Barron also commented
on' the value of need-based'
scholarships. "If we were to
just [dispense scholarships] on
merit, we might come away with
a, very homo~en(,us student
body." Accordmgly, other NLC
awards are based on need.
Accordin~ to Mrs. Free a
"percentage of the scholarships
go to minority students.
However, the financial aid office
apparently does not maintain an
aft irmative action recruttrnent
through financial aid awards.
Studen ts with emergency
financial needs may have access
to a special fund administered
by Dean Potts. The purpose of
this fund is to take care of
small (under $500) unexpected
student expenses which may
deve lope while student is'
waiting for a I?,aycheck or loan
dispensation. 'Many student are
in the position where 'the check
is in the mail'" Potts said. '
The fund is meant to prevent
a student from having to drop
~
I'"
out of school for an unpaid 'I'
medical bill or unexpected auto ,
r e p a i r , Students with
unexpected but real need shouki
go to Potts and indicate how
much is required. . The student
needn't explain the purpose of
the loan but must demonstrate
an ability to pay the loan off at
some time in the near future.
"Nobody's getting a gift," '.he ~
said, "They are pa~ing the ir own'
way with dignity. ," ,,'
With all the aid available at
the school, some students may
still find themselves financially
strained, unable to pay tuition
or payoff loans." If you need
to borrow it is there, Mrs.. Free
said. "Don't borrow unless, you
abso lu teIy have to. [There]
comes a tune when you have to
· start paying it back." .
For students wishing to avoid
debt, Mrs. Free advises the
ni~ht school as an alternative.
"It s a tough decision to go four
years instead of three but if it
would, make life easier" it's
something to think about •
Nader Highlights Public Interest Conf,
On October 17-19, the
National Law Center hosted the
annual conference for public
interest law which was
sponsored by the, National
Association for Public Interest
Law (NAPIL).
NAPI L, an organization'
founded last March at a
conference at Harvard Law
School, is composed of public
interest and income sharing
groups from la w schools
throughout the country. The
NLC's Equal Justice Foundation
is a founding member in the
organization. Other schools in
NAPIL include American
University, Geor~etown
University, Boston Umversity,
/
Louis Siegel
332-1539 ~
BAR REVIEW
Ann Marie Staudenmaier
546-6048
Boston College, University of
Michigan, University of Chicago,
University of California-Davis
and SUNY-Buffalo.
The primary purpose of the
group is to enable law students
throughout the country to
pursue careers in public interest
la w by strengthening income
sharing &,roups such as E.J.F.
which rarse funds for summer
and graduate fellowships in the
pubhc interest. By forming the'
national organization, the
member schools hope to share
ide as abo u t me thods of
fundraising, proposals for loan
forgiveness and methods of
raising awareness about public
interest opportunities.
Third¥fM
Students
A$25 deposit willresult in a savings of up to
$100 on your 1987 SMH Bar Review Course!
State(s) , I J 387 Course Price Your Price
CT,DC,MA,
MD,ME,NH, $775 $695
VA,VT
NJ,PA $695 '$595
NY $875 $795
RI $625 :" $550
.' , , ' "
FL . ' $725 $645
DEADLINE: November 21, 1986
for more.informationcontact your SMH campus rep or call:
(617)666-8700 (800) 343-9188 (800) 453-2266
. (outside MA) (within MA)
Prepare with Confidence
GWU REPS: .'
Ttiroughout the year, -t he
schools do this. by
communicating with NAPIL's
Executive Director, Michael
CaUdell-Feagan, .a 1984 NLC
graduate, who, compiles and
updates a National Directory and
l?repares manuals which
Incorporate the information that
he receives from nationwide
income sharing groups.
The annual conference,
however, allowed the students to
get together not only to share
their ideas and enthusiasm,' but
also to brainstorm about ways to
encourage even more students to
'choose public interest careers.
Students from more than thirty
law schools came from as far as
the University of Hawaii,
Stanford and UCLAfor two days
of workshops on "How. to
Organize a, Successful Income
Sharing Group,'" "Beyond
Pundr-afs tng" (a ,workshop on
activities such as brown-bag
lunches which stimulate
awareness}, "Law School Reform"
(a workshop focusing on ways to
mcorpor a te Public Interest
Opportunities in Law School
Career Placement programs), and
other relevant topics.
Beth Cohen, an E.J.F. Board
member here at George
Washington, attended the
conference and found it to be
ext I' erne 1y h e 1pi u 1 and
"inspiring. " , ,"I was encouraged
to speak, with students from
Su~h s oho o Is . as Stanford,
Untverslty of Chicago, Michigan
and Berkeley who raise in
excess of $40,000 per year for
their fellowships. Last year we
raised $5,000 from generous
contributions of the, students
here," "But," she added "by
implement ing a lot of the ideas
that I got this weekend, I think
E~J. F. can f ina lly meet its
potential for' an even inore
succe ssrut pledge drive .next
spr mg to provide more than
,four or five summer ~rants and
a Bradwell fellowsnip for a
graduating, third-year student.
At ' schoo Is like Michigan,
pledging to E.J.F. is the rule,
not, the exception." ,Cohen
beheves that it is up to E.J.F.
to help students realize that it
is our obligation as lawyers to
'7ncour~ge fair and equal Justice '
m SOCIety and to help other
students pursue that objective in
lower paying fields e .
The conference ended on
Sunday afternoon with a closing
address by well-known consumer
advocate Ralph Nader. Nader
was introduced to a group of
over one-hundred people by
John Gilroy, a Georgetown law L.
student who has worked closely·'
with Nader t h r 0 u~ h.« his
involvement with Nader s Public
Interest Research'Group:(PIRG).
"Ralph is a .rnan Who has
revolutionized the law," said
Gilroy. "In everyone of my
four texts this semester there is
a case which was instituted or
inf luenced by Ralph .'. ., that
really says somethmg."
Nader's career includes several
landmark cases, especially in
tort liability, including a case
against General.Motors for the
· dangerous design Of the Corvair
and Ford for the manufacture of
faulty gasoline tanks in the
Pinto. .
Nader spoke for more than an
hour on topics ranging from
Public Interest law and Law
School Reform. He reflected on
his education at Harvard Law
School and", current political
issues such as "the myth of
S.D.I." However, he primarily
addressed the students who
attended the weekend-long
conference who he encouraged
to reach for more in their
fundraising efforts and make a
difference. "Legal Aid in this
country," he beliian~"was st"rted
by two people. ,'In fact, ne
joked, "there are too many of
· you here today to achieve your
objectives ••• really.",
Nader emphasized that ,the
students involved in, raising
funds for public interest have to
"forget the tin cup" and end the
quest for nickels and dimes."
He suggested, that students tap
into the "collective guilt" that
exists in the legal community.
"Your goals," ne suggested,
"should not be a piddly thousand
but should exceed a million
dollars." .
In discussing law 'school
reform, Nader suggested that
the law school curriculum' is
geared to the corporate attorney I
and has little to do with the
realities of a smaller practice.
"For example,", he said, "when
you learn criminall&.w, you are
really learning street law. But
they don't tell you that. .Tnere
is little about white collar
crime." He continued, "well,
you know Whytnat is ••• can
youima~ine t,elling. a corporate
lawyer m an mtervlew that ~ou
majored in corporate fraud? .
Law Review Issues Guidelines
for Non-Member Notes
The editors of the law review
have publicized guidelines for
the publication of notes by non-
members. \.By following the
.standards, any law student
desiring to publish a, note may
do so. However, the, editors
warn that the note writing
process can be grueling.
Notes must be on significant
legal issues with national
implications. The Review does
not publish case' notes, which
are commen taries hmiting
themselves to a single case.
Similarly, the Law Review will
not approve notes that
concentrate on purely state law
issues unless it addresses a
trend that helps judges and
practitioners across the nation.
All notes must either discuss an
unsettled issue of la w by
answering an unanswered
question of la wJ challenge the
existing state or the law; clarify
a confused state of the law; or
reach an accepted conclusion of
law through anew analysis if
the existing analysis is faulty.
Selection of a topic is often
the most ,'difficult part in
writing a note. 'In' the past,
students have approached the
Law Review with a paper
completed in connection with a
class. If the paper sa tisf ies the
initial 'topic requirements, the
student should do the additional
research. necessary to put it in
the format of a law review
note, then submit it to the la w
review. Except for the writers
conclusions and summarizations,
?f past text, every proposition
10 the note must be footnoted.
Anything that does not directly
support the proposition should
be in the footnotes; if it is not
indirect support, it should be
omtt ted, .
Another frequent problem in
note writing is preemption. If
other authors have published
art ic les, or if the Supreme Court
has deo ided the issue, then the
topic is no longer "noteworthy."
Preemption' can occur at
anytime; an author can spend
more than a year on his or her
note and be preempted, ruining
the writer's efforts. .
The editors advise every
student considering writing a
note to read notes that have
already been published. Close
attention should be paid to the
organization; most drafts are
most deficient in that regard.
In addition, a l l notes must
follow .t he Blue Book.
Technica lly accuracy is the
hallmark of the Law Review.
After' the note has been given
to the Law Review, the writers
work is not over. All notes go
through two mandatory rewrites;
most go through many more.
Although the editors will advise
the writer on what is needed,
the. writer is responsible for
doing all the additional research.
In"a,'Nutshell
Canned Romance
by Scott Ives
I'm not sure what came first,
but canned food and canned
out 1i n e s have become
indispensab1eto the single law
student. Both are useful and
practical, thougb rsome what
lacking in nutritional, .value,
While I applaud' Chef Boyardi
and Dr. Emmanuel for making
the life of the harried single
law student more livable, I feel
that the canning process is
incomplete. _ To round out the
law. student's survival kit,
someone needs to come up with
the canned re la tionship.
As most of you all, are
probably aware, law. school and
relationships are not exactly the
best combination since pizza and
beer., Somehow" law school
always gets intne way of a
ML:LSponsors,Hat'
.and. Glove Drive
h Tpe Movimento Legal Latino isaYlOg a used Hat and Glove
DriVefor the Homeless•. Please
bs~ingyour used hats and gloves.
Ingle gloves are welcome.
Drive starts Tuesday, November
18. For more information or a
helping hand contact Alex Levay
at. school or 442-0124.
re lationship, or vice versa.
While intra-law students
relationships' are difficult
enough, at least in both parties
are able to understand the time
restraints and the need to
budget romance." The problems
with relationships with lay
people, however, are legion.
Girlfriends, boyfriends and
lovers (hereafter, collectively
referred, to as significant others,
or "8.0. 's") for example have an
annoying habit of celebrating
.birthdays at awkward moments--
like the night before your moot
court brief is due. Somehow,
the S.O. just doesn't understand
your choice of priorities.
Furthermore,the S.O. has no
conception whatsoever--of the
studying requirements demanded
by your chosen profession. The
S.O. frequently raises examples
of re Iat ives . and friends who
went to law schoolanci didn't
:have to study this much. The
S.O. then patently ignores your
rebuttal that you are just not as
smart. as her insufferable cousin
Norman... ."
The la w > student's fixation
with prioritizing is necessary
because attempts to mix romance
and the law are .doorned to utter
failure. Both will evade you.
The kiss ..of. death" is .bringing
.yourcasebooks over to your
8.0. 's apartment. You'll end up
s le epdng on the couch that
everung and being torpedoed in
class, the following morning.
. In early fall, when you want
someone .to take walks a long the
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FOR THE BEST
DEFENSE AGAINST
,CANCER, SEEHIM
ONCE AYEAR.
AND HIM ONCE
A WEEK.
. '
He may not look like every-
body's ideaofacancer specialist
But there's strong evidence
that your greengrocer has
access to cancer protection you
won't find in any doctor's office.
Like broccoli. Peaches. Cante-
loupes. Spinach. And other
sources of Vitamin A related to
lowering the risk of cancer of the
larynx and esophagus. Not to
mention sweet potatoes, carrots,
pumpkin, winter squash, toma-
toes, citrus fruits and brussels
sprouts.
Vegetables such as cabbage,
broccoli, brussels sprouts, kohl-
rabi and cauliflower may help
reduce the risk of gastrointesti-
naland respiratory tract cancer.
Fruits and vegetables (and
whole grain cereals such as
oatmeal, bran and wheat) may
help lower the risk of colorectal
cancer.
In short, make sure you do
what your mother always told
you tOI==bles.
~CANCER
fSOClETY"
canal with (and have the time tnoppor tune v-t Imes, like late
ror), all you will have to do is December and early May.
open the pantry pull. out the Haven't you always wanted to
canned relationship and fire -up tell your 8.0., "just go ahead
the toaster oven. In two and start the fight now, and I'll
minutes (faster than Uncle Ben's catch up .arter my last final?"
quick rice), voila! You'll have a Well, WIth a canned .relationship,
full blown relationship. Later, you will be able to do just that.
when things get scary and the In fairness, it should be
" NLC begins to resemble Gary pointed out that there are
Trudeau's depictions. of the students who' do not need the
Nixon, White House during the canned relationships. There are
Vietnam years, all you will have some students who are able to
to. d oi s wrap' up the juggle both the law and
relationship in tin foil and stick, '.0 .relationships with lay people.
it in the freezer. Unlike the .There are also people who can
real thing, you can count on it swallow. swords, walk across
. still being there when the blue, . burnin~ coals and catch bullets
book storm blows over. .... in their teeth.
The canned relationship will' . While the canned business
also serve to preempt those big 'industry is working on this
, fights. . You know what I'm suggestion, they may also want
, ta lking about ••• the ones that to consider another • • • the
al ways come a t the most canned law career.
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SHLA,CDO Program Focuses on Careers in
Health Law ~.
' .. Q. uality Resumes
. get
, Quality Jobs
by :Lisa Barry
The Student Health Law
Association and the Career
Development Office co-sponsored
a panel presentation on career
opportumties in health care law
on Wednesday, November 12.
The speakers were three health
care lawyers in Washington,
. D.C., T.J. Sullivan, Steve
Lawton, and Theresa Dupart.
sullivan, a 1985 honor
graduate of the NLC and a
lawyer in a private firm,spo~e
about health law careers m
private firms. There are· a
number of areas in health law
which specialize to certain
clients. These areas include
business, such as partnerships.
and tax planning, administrative,
including antitrust activities,
malpractice, and bio-eth'ical,
such as the right-to-die issues.
. Sullivan said that as a
recruiting administrator, he hade
pointers on haw law students
·can obtain summer and
permanent positions in a health
law firm. His advice included
writing a good cover letter
which states a particular
interest in health law, and being
able to converse well in current
health law issues. "It is easier
to specialize in smaller firms
because the work includes client
contact and following a case
from start to finish with the
partners in the firm," he added.
The next speaker was Steve
Lawton, a graduate of the
Unlversfty of Oklahoma,a 1967
graduate of the NLC, and a
la wyer in a private firm.
Lawton spoke about career
opportuntttes in government and
on Capitol Hill in health law.
"THe pract ice of la w in
Washington, D.C. is generally
more fun than anywhere else
because the power' center of
government is here,"· Lawton
said. He added that all the
major health laws come from
here out of agencies such as the
Food & Drug Administration and
the Department of Health &
Human Services.
Lawton said working for the
government allows for more
flexible time and inhis opinion
was not as stressful as private
l?ractice. He spoke of felling a
sense of purpose" on Capitol
Hill workmg on issues that
impact the health, lives, and
well-being of thousands.
Lawton said if working in
private practice is a long range
goal, working for' the
government for two or three
years will add to an applicant's
a!tra.ctiv~Jless •. "Ayoung lawyershou Id r inc out as muon as
possible about the appropriate
agencies that enjoy jurisdiction
over his orvher particular
interest." he. said. He also
GO TO PAGE 10, COL. f'
ODEM,lnc.
Typesetting. Service
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2025 I Street fWI.
Washington, DC 20006
Get a leg up on the com-
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48-hour turn around on
resumes from clear hand-
written or typed copy. Disc
data storage standard
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word processing services
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Letters (cont'd)
'FROM PAGE 2
modern society.
"Fat" people should be no
more the object of your jokes
than the deaf, blind, short or
tall. "Fat" people are not a
group at which you can throw
your barbs wi th impunity.
You're a TV watcher, Mr. Ives.
Wouldyou insult Ralph Kramden
to his face? Or only the "fat
girl" with whomyou wind up on
a date? . .
Mr. Ives, if you arid . the
editors' of the Advocate
remember that all people deserve
to be treated with respect, you
will be one step closer to
adulthood.
Lorraine Newman Mackler
Belinda Holmes
Thank you, Terry Maniker
To the Editor:
Your article on the visit of
Justice 0' Connor did not
mention the role of Terry
Maniker in bringing Justice
O'Connor to the law school. It
was Terry who made the
program possible.
It is not an easy task to
arrange a visit by any Supreme
Court Justice, but it was
especially difficult in the case-
of Justice 0' Connor who
receives hundreds of invitations
a year. As Justice O'Connor
acknowledged in her opening
remarks, she came because of
Terry's efforts.
T err y des e r v e sou r
appreciation for all her hard
work, and our thanks for giving
us a memorable evening. .
Professor Theresa Schwartz
Dishonesty
To the Editor:
"';;.,
. In what may well become the
first of many such cases an
attorney has been disbarred for
lying to potential employers
about his~rades and class
standing In law school.
Although courts have previously
disbarred attorneys and refused
admission to others for lying on
their applications to the bar,
this aet Ion by the Illinois
Supreme Court appears to be the
firs t case in which such a
penalty was applied for lying to
a prospective employer, [In re
Potter, MR4067] .'
The action was taken because
the conduct "tends to defeat the.
administration of justice [and]
brings the court or legal·
profession into disrepute" in
violation of a local rule. A
consultant in legal recruiting
was quoted in the NationaLLaw
J 0urn a 1 a's say i ng " t h a: t
misrepresentation of academic
credentials "has become a
serious problem" and that people
have been "too soft" on the
problem. Maybe things are
·changing!
.Students here should also be
aware that a newer and tougher
code of. academic honesty was
recently adopted by, the
univerSitYiand that last year at.least one aw student accused of
chea ting on a exam was
prosecuted} found guilty, and
rec e i vea the proscribed
punishment. In the past there
have been repeated complaints
about cheating on law school
exams made by individual
students, the S.B.A., and even
by some law professors, but
students, apparently had the
impression that little was even
done about it. At least one
student learned his" or her
lesson the hard way. Maybe
things are changing!
Articles in the Advocate often
treat· in a humorous manner'
students who take coffee and/or
a donut from the third-floor
lounge without paying for it,
and the most recent article
seeks to change this behavior
simply by making the offenders
feel guilty. But students who
engage in this practice even
once should be reminded that it
is a crime; that criminal
proceedings may be initiated by
an)' person who witnesses the
cnme) and that a conviction
woula almost certainly doomany
future legal career •.....Although
~>nlya small amount of .mone~ is
Involved each time, takmg
w i t ho u t paying forces the
majority of honest students to
subsidize the dishonest ones,
and jeopardizes the. continued
·availability of the service for
everybody. Students who can't:
be trusted not to steal a donut
should not be surprised if they
are jUdged unfit to enter a
·Coil Katheryn now at:
223-3333
profession which would give
them much greater opportunity
to unla wfully enrich themselves
.by far greater amounts. One
law student, prosecuted or
expelled from law school' for
stealing a cup of coffee, would
do far more to discourage this
practice than all of the funny
articles in the Advocate. Maybe
things are changing!
Professor John.Banzhaf
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Master of Laws
Boston University
School of Law
, The ..tri.1YL~D~giee·itl.·B~~11~iilgEaw:Studics.
. .
A unique. multidisciplinary course of study
• offering a singular educational opportunity
for lawyers who wish to practice in this
dynamic. fast growing areaof specialization.
Taught by faculty of the Boston University
School of Law. management experts. and
eminent banking law attorneys. this innova-
tive program provides an exceptional blend
of intellectual and practical education at one
of the nation's foremost law schools. The
'curriculum has been meticulously designed
to provide courses covering the full range of
ba:1king law subjects and courses specially
developed to Introduce lawyers to the legal.
economic and managerial aspects of the
financial services industry.
Applications are now being accepted for
full or part-time enrollment in
September 1987
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Letters (cont'd)
To the Editor:
On Saturday Nov. 1 the
ternational Broadcasting
~~tworksponsored the "National
oebate on Pornography," which
featured Donald Wildmon, the
Executive Director of the
National Federation for Decency,
Mike McManus, a reporter on
the Meese commission, Barry W.
Lynn of the ACLU, and Larry
Flynt, publisher of Hust Ier
Ma~az.lne, at the Lfsne r
AudItorIUm.
The "National 'Debate. on
pornography,II . sponsored by the
ChristIan International
Broadcasting Network at the
LisnerAuditorium saturday night
brought a collection of kooks
and wackos that could rival an
audience at any state hospital.
But these kooks did not wear
raggedy clothes or scraggly
beards. Instead they had on
their Sunday best,. and
sometimes nicely trimmedbeards.
! They were not prowling around
the bushes in anticipation of
their next victim. Instead they
were ensued in a verbal assault
on the Constitution of the
United States, particularly the
first amendment.
The language alit tle harsh?
Consider. these examples. In
response to Barry Lynn's
statement that in America we do
not prosecute people on their
attitUdes, but on their actions,
Wildmon countered, "people act
on what they think!" This
statement was met with great
applause. Also Lynn had the
audience silenced after a few
particularly intelligent
arg umen tsj however, at one
potnt when Wildmon interrupted
with a loud "That's stupid!' the
audtenee broke into thunderous
applause. The most shocking
episode occurred after the
modera tor, Bob Larson a
reverend and host of 11m's
"Talk Back", said to Larry Flynt,
"Somebody shot you because
they did not like what you do."
Many members of the audience
cheered, the woman next to me
EVERYAVAILABLE
AID FOR THE ..
LAW STUDENT~
GILBERTS
S'UM & SUBsTANCE
LEGALINES
SMITH REVIEWS-NUTSHELLS
CASE NOTES
WEST'S BLACK LETTERSERIES
EM~NUEL$-HORNBOOKS
STATIONARY SUPPLIES AND MORE
HOURS:9:30 - 6:00 MONDAY- FRIDAY
.917£ye St,N.W. Tel 785-0424
f Word Ptocessing
PICKuPl'7r_AB~nD
&DELIVERY';;;I.~ ~UL
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commented "they should have opened an issue of Hustler
killed him," and one especially magazine and thrust it at Lynn.
vocal member of the audience Lyrm , who is an ordained
shouted '.'They wasted their minster, seemed truly offended
bullets." McManus was liberal and stated, "Never before until
enough to say, "I don't think we I did your radio show two days
shoot people for what they ago had anyone ever thrust a
believe in, that's what our laws copy of pornography in my
are for." For this he received face." He contrasted this to the
virtually no response. . situation throughout the country
After this last incident Larson where no one is forced to view
appeared shocked at the pornography against their will.
comment he heard from the The whole program turned
audience and lectured the into a total. fiasco, however,
culprit. Howeverlhow shocked after a young man in thecould he have rea ly been? The audience shouted a puerile
entire atmosphere of the remark to Mike McManus
J? ro g ram ,e nco u rage d concerning masturbation through
In r lamma tory remarks and asphyxiation. Larson insisted
repeated interruptions. The that a representative hand a
J?rogram began with three microphone over to the young
mtroductions, the first by a man 10 an effort to embarrass
young woman, presumably from a him, stating, "Let's see if he's
local Christian group, who got the guts to back up what he
emphatically proclaimed, said." The audience was, of
concerning pornography, IIThatis course, delighted. Though the
not why we have a Constitution, young man's remark was
that is not what our forefathers admittedly juvenile, Larsonmade
had, in mind!" Upon hearing a no attempt to humiliate the man
screaming zealot interpret the who had earlier shouted remarks
Constitution, I had a feeling of in praise of the shooting of
what to expect; Bob Larson was Larry Flynt. . .
finally introduced by a booming In this debate, like others in
recorded voice (God?) and loud this topic, the representatives of
Insptr ing patriotic music in the the anti-pornography position
foreground. When Larson claimed that they were not for
entered. he encouraged the censorship. What then. I
audience to be vocal, and to boo wondered, was the point of the
and hiss when they felt the time whole program? r suppose it
was appropriate (of course since was to put "Hustler" magazine
the crowd contained about 80% and the ACLUon trial in front
Christian fundamentalists those of a screaming tribunal, and to
"appropriate times" was when allow the Intolerant the
Lynn or Flynt were speaking). opportunity to abuse those with'
Furthermore, during the whomthey disagree. In ancient
debate Larson continuously Rome the Christians were fed to
attempted to stir up emotions as the I ion s • Now the
he loudly repeated every' fundamentalists have become
exclamatory remark one of the them.
panelist made in reference to
another. At one point Larson
W:'tyPE
fResumes f'tllesetling
saA to Host Gala
Event
by: Q!Q! Ibsen
A common social concern
heard throughout these hallowed
halls (in addition to the age-old
whine "there's no one here
worth dating") is that there is
never a fun end-of-semester
party at the finish of fall
semester. Well, boys and girls,
your troubles are over as your
friendly S.B.A. comes to the
rescue. On Monday, November
24 at 8:00 p.rn, in the First
Floor Lounges we present the
first annual "Pre-rHoltday Ball
and Gala Affair". This is not
your ordinary beer brawl, mind
you, but 'a classy little affair
complete with grown-up d~inks
and' tastefully prepared l1ttle
hors d'oeuvres, Attire is semi-
formal, cocktail attire--for those
of you who don't know what
2829 K Street
l.Dwer Level
David B. EPstein
that means, ask your mother.
This event is intended for
faculty and students, and their
significant others as one last
opportunity for us to tie on~ on
before the real fun begins,
Plenty of mistletoe will be
provided, as well as fun folks to
share it with.
2 for 1 Theatre
Tickets
Arena Stage. is offering. a.
special discount to Its
oerformance of Shakespeare's
tiMeasure for Measure,'" now
. through November 23." If any
students have time to lay aside
those fascinating law books,
they can get two tickets for the
price of one simply by showing
tbetr student IDs at the box
office •
. Arena Stage regularly offers
this student discount, but for
this show only, normal
restrictions will not apply. This
means that reservations ma~ be
made ahead of time for FrIday
and Saturday nights, rather than
on a rush basis. Also, . any
weeknight ticket may be
reserved in advance, ins tead of
within 48 hours of the
perf ormance. . ... "
Tickets for "Measure for
Measure" range from, $13.75 to
$24.75. For reservations and
information call the Arena
Stage Box Ofrice at (202) 448-
3300. 11ckets are SJbje::t to avaiWlity.
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SBAStiIff You /Need
to Know
by Cynthia Haney
The SBAhas several bits of
end-of-the-semester information
and tips for all you hard-
working students out there:
First: Bring your used books
back with you from vacation and
ditch 'em for American dollars
at the SBA's book sale. The
sale is presently scheduled for
Friday, January 4th, and the
first week of class, January 7-
11. Here's what you do:
Check next semester's classes
to get a feel for what books
people will be buying. This is
particularly important for first
year books. Figure out how
much you want to charge.
Write this price, along with your
last name on the top corner of
the inside front cover. Then
bring the books to the SBA
a,fter the break and wait for Big
Bucks. Remember, the earlier
books are dropped off, the
better chance they have of
finding a new home.
Second: Academic evaluation
results (including written
comments) from the past few
. semesters are available in the
SBA office (Burns 303-C).
These are amazingly useful tools
in helping to decide what
classes to register for.
Combined witfithe NLC
Grapevine, you should geta fair
idea of what to expect from
most classes.
Speaking of academic
evaluations, it is once again
time for the SBAto descend on
your classes and ask vfor , your ...
opinion of the whole thing.'
Please put some thought into
your responses, particularly the
wr it t en co mmen t s , The
administration, as well as
professors and students, will
read these so constructive
criticism CANmake a difference.
AlSO,if you have any suggested
additions' or modifications to the
QuestionnaiI:e, please note these
as well in your written
comments. A committee will be
working Spring Semester. to
update and improve the
Questionnaire, and your
Ql9mmentswill help us a lot. (If
you're interested in working on
this committee, please contact
Cynthia Haney in the SBA
office.)
Third: Shortly, cards .will
appear magically on the room
number plaques outside each
room Indtcat ing times the room
is not in use for class each day.
With exams around the corner,
and the library an increasingly
nasty place to hang out,
classrooms can be a welcome
change of pace as a studying
environment. A, few rules awly:
. Student groups often sign up
10 advance for' classrooms in
which to hold their various
activities. These groups have
priority; so stop sulking when
they interrupt your studying,
and move elsewhere.
Aside from priority given to
authorized student groups, ent>ty
room use WIll be governed by
common courtesy. Remember
"common courtesy"? If one or
more .students are already
occupying a. room and enjoying
its relative silence, it is unfair
to come in with your study
group and begin chatting
unconcernedly. If : you have
much to say to another student
in the room, why don't you step
briefly out in the hall for your
conversation. Likewise, if
. seyeral students are. already
ustngi.the room for discuss~on,
don't expect" the "world to stop
silent because you happen. to
enter and want to study there.
Pretty basic stuff, but you'd be
amazed how many folks need to
be reminded. ' ..,'. .
BOogie with your studies and
the 8BA wishes you a party-
down, refreshing kind of break.
As Dan "Trust Me" Rather would
say, "Courage!"
Health Law
FROM PAGE 8
recommended to look at the
agencies that let their own
lawyers litigate the issues
constantly arising in health law
in the public . and private.
sectors. . .
The.final speaker was Theresa
Dupart, a former nurse, 1985
graduate of American University
Law School, and currently the
legal coordinator for the GWU
Hospital. She described what a .
hospital legal oUicedoes
.inc Iuding day to day' hospital
law, service to the institution,
and in-house counsel; . Dupart
said, "My advice to prospective
health law attorne¥s is to get as
much' experience 10 the health
~are industry a~ posstble, either
• 10 a firm or In a hospl ta] as .
intern, clerk, or volunteer." .'
Her responsibilities. as legal
counsel .for GWU Hospital
include answering legal questions
for the hospital immediately and
taking responsibility ...for the
advice. given. . Emergency,·
.e o n s e n t s to treatment
subpoenas, patient and hospital
rights, and educating the health'
care providers are a few of the
diverse activities involved in her
day. A hospital counsel must
constantly review medical
records' and seek out potential
claims from a risk management
perspective. "I! you like peq;>le,
are service oriented, like qUIck
results, and varietf, then health
care law is an exctt tng field to
work in,"Dupart said. .
Three speakers stayed
afterwards for questions and
pamphlets were distributed"
concerning opportunities in
. health care·law.For· more
information about this growing
area ·of the law and. how to
become part of it, stop by the
Student Health Law Association
Office, Room 8.103..
"I'd rather be at Chadwicks." ~\
Savory American fare, refreshing wine and spirits and some of the friendliest faces in town.
Georgetown
3205 K a, N.W.
Washington.333-2565
OldTown
203 Strand St.
Alexandria • 836-4442
friendship Heights .
5247 Wisconsin Ave., N.W .:
Washington' 362-8040 .
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The SBA Course Evaluations
compiled by Elizabeth MacGregor cl Celia Ockey
Th~ results of spring semester '86 have been computed and are on file in the
SBA of f Ice , Seven selected responses are printed below to assist students in
registra.tion. . Thls is not a complete listin~ of the computer results from the
evaluatlOns. WrItten. comments are also avaf lable for student review in the SBA
orrice; students are advised to examine those comments to get a complete view of
the course and professor ratings.
Key to Questions: Barron 212-12
Bednar Nash 489-10
1) Would you recommend this- course? I3erklely,Press 334-20
1 '~ highly recommended] 2 = useful Block 334-10
but not highly recommended; 3 = only j'l. Block 424-20
you're interested· in the fie ld; R = Brand 438-10
Required. Brown 211-12
Brown 398-10
2) 1be exam will be: Brown 507-20
E= essay; C = combinat ion of Buente 547-20
objective and essay; M = multiple Carroll, J. 538-20
choice/objective; P = grade determined by Chandler, J. 21l-14
paper. Chandler, 'T. 380-10
Cheh 212-11
3) My overall grade for the course is: Clark 372-20
Answer 'corresponds to typical letter Clark 370-12
grade scale. Clark 362-10
Dienes 212-12
4) 1be reading assignments for the course Dienes 350-20
were: _ Doyle 567-20
1 = too short; 2 = about right; 3 = Driesen 526-20
somewhat long; 4.= much too .long. Green 475-10
Green 328-10
5) Did the professor's style hold your Helpern 573-20
attention? .Highsmith 380-20
1 = yes; 1.2 = most of time; 1.5 = Hoptman 218-20
getting boring; 1.8 = a great class for Hoptman 310-10
sleeping; 2 =. no, '. Jenkins 222-11
Jones 446-20
6) Was the professor approachable and Jones 445-10
available for individualized help? Jones 443-10
1 = yes; 2 = no. (A higher number Johnston 505-20
indicates some students felt the professor Kaufrnan.Feo la 402-20
was difficult· to contact.) " ... ,,",'"Kus~yc .:<.";.'; 544-20
e··c",· "., .'" '''·'C·'>",·;'· : ...... ···.;;<·,;·,C!y:!·t·;,\ ..,,·:,··'·'-C0·~. , .... Liber,: Kleven;
7) Overall graCieoiprofessor: .•••.......• • ..< ,Cohen 587-20
'Answercorresponds to typical letter Lipsey 466-20
grade scale. Malsch 550-20
Merrifield 341-10
Merrieield 340-10
Moore.559-20
Morris 527-20
Nash 204-13
Nash 486-10
Nash,Cibinic 488-20
Nolan 212-20
Nolan 350-10
. Park 212-13
:Park 358-10
Plesser,Hammer352-20
Pock 204-12
Pock 440-11
Potts 434-10
Ramundo,Tanke1563-20
Raven- Hansen 218-13
Raven- Hansen 300-20
Reitze41l-20
Reitze 415-10
.Ridder 484-10
Robinson 232-11
Rothschild 372-11
Rubin 500-20
Sanders 426-20
Schiller . 211-11
Schiller 40:;-10
Schwaab 558-20
Schwartz, J. 218-14
Schwartz, T. 342-10
. Schwartz, T. 454-10
Seidelson 232-12
Seidelson 440-12
Sharpe 218-12
Sharpe 386-10
Sims 420-11
SirulnikJ
Meyers
Smith
Solomon
Starrs
Steinhart
Steinhart
Transgrud
Transgrud
Tucker,
Gottlieb·
Weston
Weston, Bodner
Zubrow
GWUHonors>'
Lerner
Washingfonbusinessman and
phtlanthropfst Theodore N. Lerner will be
hon o r e d at the GWU Law Alumni
Association's Founders Day .Banquet at 8
p•.m•. Saturday, Nov. 15 at the Capital
HIlton. . .
A1950 graduate of the NLC,Lerner will
receive.the Distinguished Alumnus Award
from G.W~'s Law· Alumni Association, in
recognition of his support for the Law .
Center, the University, and the community
at large. .. .
Lerner's associations with .GWU are
many. He is currently a member of the
University's Board of Trustees. One of
the NLC's three main buildings--Theodore
N. Lerner Hall--was mt1.depossible by a
gift from Lemer and his wife, Annette.
President of. the Lerner Corporation, a
real estate management and leasmg
company in Bethesda, MD, Lerner's·
contribution to GWUand to metropolitan
D.C. have been generous. Known for.his
'eUorts;to bring baseball back to
Washington, he suppocts numerous local
and national charities, inclUding the
Cancer Society, the Heart Fund, and the
United Jewish Appeal. He is a member of
the bUilding committee for the U.S.
Holocaust Museum, and he has co-
sponsored a number of art exhibits
organized by the Public Art· Trust.
Last year, Washington Magazine honored
Mr. Lerner as olle' of the 20 men and
women who have had the greatest impa~t
On the Washington metropolitan area over
the past 20 years.
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Hornec6oming· at·the ..NLC
bY Elt'zabeth MacGregor and~ott yes
Last weekend many students
at the NLC quit studying long
enough to celebrate Homecoming
'86. With the theme, "Who
needs the Quad?," the festivities
continued desprte controversy,
rain, and the conspicuous lack
of a usable Quad, the site of
last year's Homecoming events.
The fun began on Friday night
with the Homecoming Dance in
the lounges and patios of,
Stockton Hall. With an open
bar and music provided by a
disc jockey, the ebullient
students blew off their books"
for one evening, dancing and
oartying late into the night.
"Bartender from .Hell" Cece
Ibson provided shooter specials
and lewd comments to passers-'
byThe highlight of the evening
was the crowning of the 1986
Homecoming Court. Last year's
Queen, Madame Justice Emeritus
Kathy Daniels returned from
Atlanta, Georgia to crown this
year's Justices. Jim Bertrand
was crowned King and Tara
Witmer was crowned Queen.
The clerks of the court for the
night division were Robin and
Taylor Ross, for the second year
class were Jane Gelman and Joe
DiSciullo, and representing the
first years were Judith 0'Connor
and Rob Hirsh.
Inclemete weather forced a
change in plans for Saturday.
The picnic portion of the
tailgating party had to be
• • •
cancelled, bu t undaunted
participants made do with food
that they had brought along and
beverages from the beer truck.·
A number of student
organizations participated in
f loa t decoratfons.. which got
under way slightly late because
of the rain. The Law Review
contributed a float dericting
"The Scales of Injustice' SIPLA
saluted the Bicentennial of the
Con s tit ur ion and the'
Sesquicentennial of the ..1836
Patent Act; the SBAprovided a
genuine scale model of too Quad
using authentic materials; and
the Moot Court Board arrived
just in time for the parade with'
their surrealistic. rendering
entitled "Pen and Mouth." But
the winner of 'the float
de co ra tingcon test, . with
"Godzilla Ate The Quad,t' was
Phi Delta Phi.
'.The floats, Homecoming Court,
football team, and mascot
George Washington paraded
through the streets.of
W.ashin~tQ.o.led by the istralnsof John l'trihpSoosa tprovrded
via jam box by Dennis Quinn),
to the game site at Mary
Francis Junior High School.
The NLCfootball team led by
quarterback John Jamnback .and
team captain Charley .Curran
fought valiantly against the
visiting Georgetown team •.. The
NLCteam jumped to a f.ourteen
to no t h ing lead on two
touchdowns and a safety in the
first half. In the last
possession of the. first .half, .
GO TO' PAGE 13'; >;'<;~~~'-~~~>:..:.::::"_~ J
.101m .Iamnb8.cksuccessfully throws on the-run in the first'
half. .
.Jeff Schneider adJusta -the ultimate goal-as
Tom Dilaconi looks em in adulation. .
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however, Georgetown scored a
. touchdown' conversion. In the,
second half the tea~ fought a
grueling defensive battle marked
by blood and many penalties. In
the waning minutes of the
regular time,Georgetown scored
and made the conversion to tie
the game- and force a sudden
death overtime. As darkness set
in, Georgetown scored again, to .
Win the contest, twenty to
.fourteen. Georgetown's victory
evened the homecoming series at
one game a piece. SBA
president Jon Welch stated that
the Georgetown team has invited
the NLC players to a. tie-
breaking rematch to be held at
Georgetown sometime between
finals and commencement.
"Who Needs the Quad?"
The beetytront line, C2larleyCurran, Jimlllertrand and Mark I1gert, readies lor action.
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Georgetown Hosts International Law Weekend
byme Glass
On October 17 and 18, the
Washington Regional Council of
International Law Societies
hosted the. thirteenth ..annual
International Law Weekend at
the Georgetown Law Center.
The purpose of the program was
to afford law students an
opportunity to learn about
dIfferent areas and issues of
international law from· legal
practitioners and host speakers.
. The program on Friday
October 17 was divided into
three parts: a panel discussion
entitled "International Law:
What Is It?," visitation sessions
in which students visited two
participating organizations, and
a banquet featuring keynote .
speaker Dr. Yonah Alexander,.
Director of the Institute for
Studies in Internatfonal
Terrorism at S.U.N.Y., and
Adjunct Professor at Georgetown
Center for Strategic and
International Studies.
The panel discussion featured
five practitioners from private
la w firms and government
agencies. Each panelist briefly
described the nature of his
career and discussed
opportunities in, and the
necessary requirements for
entering the particular field 01
international law in which he is
involved.
Mr. Timothy L. Dickenson", of
Gibson, Dunn & Crutcner,
emphasized that most private
la w firms are Iook Ing for
"attorneys with a broad sense of
skills; not necessarily people
with highly specialized trainmg
in international law." Steven M.
Boyd, a senior partner at Bryan,
Cave, McPheeters & McROberts!
added that "the internationa
la wyer must be an American
lawyer first, familiar and adept
with our legal system. n 1he two
advised that a law student
should not, heavily concentrate
his or her studies in
international lawj rather the
student should attain proficiency
in one or more aspects of US
law, for example tax, corporate,
environmental or antitrust law.
Additionally, both Dickenson
and Boyd stated that private
firms seek candida tes with
language skills and experience
that demonstrate a familiarity
with foreign cultures, for
example, travel and study
experIence abroad.
For a legal career with the
government in international law,
a law student needs to have
training or experience in
international trade or economics
in addition to good oral and
communication skills, according
to William Gearhart} Assistant
General Counsel of the
International Trade Commission.
Mr. Gearhart stated that legal
work in the Interna tional Trade
Commission (and in other
. government agencies which
practtce in international law)
Involves a combtna t Ion of
economic and legal analysis.
Mr. Gearhart stated that the
economics requirement was
imposed several of years ago in
response to the impact of
imports on domestic industry. ,
. The Human Rights Law Group
"is a non-governmental
.. organization that wasestablfshed
in 1978. The Law Group works'
with different governments and
individuals around the world in
an effort to protect human
rights. Larry Garber, the
current director, was involved in
observing elections in Nicaragua,
Grenada, El Salvador, Z,imbabwe,
and Philippines •..•. He
. characterized his legal
profession as one of the most
competitive to break into.
Because there is a shortage. of
funds, the Human Rights Law
Group must be highly selective
in whom they choose to employ.
In addition to language skills,
the Human Rights Law Group
I0 0 ks for p e 0pie with
exceptional writing ability, and
prior experience in human rights
work, either in the form of pro
. bono or internships. Mr. Garber,
states that his job entails a
varied array of responsibilities, '
many of which are not
traditionally assumedby lawyers.
For example! Mr. Garber says
that much or his time is spent
"doing pure tundratstng,"
The final panelist was Jack
0'Brien, the General Counsel at
the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration. Mr.
0'Brien asserted that space la w
"[is, and] will continue to be
one of the most rapidly
expanding areas of international
la w over the next decade and
beyond" as a result of the rapid
acceleration of space exploration·
over the past 20 years and the
future plans for Star Wars and
other projects. He cited space
law as one of the most exc lt ing
growth areas of the legal
profession and one of the most
critical facing the world. today
as a result .of . some of the
"plans for intended use of,
space." , . .
In the af ternoon, students
attended. two informational<
meetings at the offices of two
organizations. .: Participating:
groups' inc luded: Amnesty
Internationalt the Inter-American
Development Bank] United States
Department of State Agency for
International Developmentt the
In terna tional Monetary l"und;'
House Judiciary Committee; the
International Trade
Administration; Organization or-
American States; Steptoe and
Johnson; Wilmer, Cutler and
Pickering; Cleary, Gottlieb,
Steen and Hamilton; and others..
Unfortunately, on October 17
the federal government
unexpectedly ran out of money
and shutdown for the day, a
few of the government agencies
therefore cancelled 'out of the
program at the last minute.
Four attorneys expla ined the
type of In t ernat Iona I law
. practiced at Paul, Weiss,
Rifkind; Wharton & Garr ison..
Essentially, the law firm assists,
foreigntirms obtain import
licenses, helps American
companies obtain export licenses 2
and represents foreign clients in'
protecting their interests in the
face of pending legislation. ,
. The attorneys also discussed
the new legal opportunities 'in
the Far East. Japan recently
agreed to an open door policy
allowing foreign law firms to
practice in Japan." .... '",
The Antitrust Division of the
",.Justice Department enrorces ,
"legislative statutes dealing with 0
, -'foreign trade and commeroec It
is the Antitrust Division's' task
to determine, for example,-ifa'
foreign company had violated"
the anti-dumping' statute, or a
quota.'
The day culminated with 'll .
banquet at' the Sheraton Grand
featuring keynote speaker Dr.
YonahAlexander. Dr.' Alexander
is a recognized expert in' the
research and study of
international terrorism.'
Alexander provided an overview
of the problem of terrorism. and;
forecasted an imperiled rutureIr:
all countries did not begin to
recognize terrorism for what it
is: "a violation of international
law," and unite. in a common
effort to put a halt to it.
Saturday's program featured a
panel discussion with Abraham
Chayes Professor of Lawat
Harvard, and Peter Olsen, •...the
Asian Legal Adviser for Inter-
American Affairs at the
Department of State. The
sometimes heated discussion
'between Cahyesand Olsen
concerned the International
Cour-t of Justice, and focused on
the recent trial bet ween
Nicaragua and the United Statessr->
EJF Slates
Lunch
.~TneEqual Justice Foundation'
invites students to .a Brown Bag
Lunch this Wednesday, November,
19. The program will feature
David F. Addlestone of the
Vietnam Veterans of America
Legal Services. He Will be
speakin~ on Agent. Orange' and 'c r
otherYietnam Vets Legal Issues. .;
The program will ,be held' in
S304 at ,1:00 p.m. ' ,
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"LOOK FOR OUR SIGN~
"
FAA'ChiefCounsel Speaks
,-~"the ~AA-'ar~~!:aviationsafe:ty,
" tremendous growth in carriers
resulting from deregiJlation, and
security issues such as
international high-jackings, ~
FAAis currently taking steps to ,
resolve these issues. One of
the, agency's new policies is
blood and alcohol testing for
those whose' work involves.
safety or security. Flight
controllers, Ellett said, will be
included in the program.
The FAA,Is-also.Increastng its'
enforcement' of safety and
security by' bringing on more
inspectors. Furthermore, those
traveling with carry-on luggage
'will be subject to more
stringent requirements as to
what airlines will allow to be
placed under seats and in
overhead compartments. '
Regarding, litigation, the FAA
usually sits as the defendant.
,Currently,claims totally $43
billion are filed against. the
FAA. Ellett noted, however,
by cejif('~key
E. Tazewell (Ted) 'Ellett, Chief
Counsel of the Federal Aviation
Administ,,ration, opened the first
of this year's Career Sampler
Series•. ,. He addressed a small,"
informa l ~roup.o.f" stud~nts.".
mterested 10 avtat ton law.' As·
the students ate their sack'
lunches, Mr. Ellett expounded on
careers in aviation law and how
he arrived at his' present
position with the F'AA. "
Aviation is an area of growth
whi c h .a f for d sma n y
opportunities both in and
outside of' law, according to
Ellett. Projections for the year
2000 include a 40% increase in
air carrier travel. Passenger
travel will increase by 80% and
the fleet of carriers will be up
57%~ This kind of growth will
cause many problems such as
congestion that will need to be
dealt with. Among the "hot"
topics that presently confront
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Theft Ring Smashed by
Mild-Mannered Student
by SCott Ives
Who said that there are no
more heroes? Mild mannered
second year student Tro¥ Tanner
revealed his true identity as a
caped crusader for legal justice
when,he helped capture an evil
felon who was stealing students'
possessions in the .Iaw school
library. '
On November 7 at
approximately 2:30 p.m., Tanner
noticed that a man who he had
never seen before was acting
suspicious. "I had just passed a
r o w of, carrels which had
pocketbooks and backpacks
placed on them to reserve the
seats" he .expIa tne d, "I
thought it was odd therefore
when this guy came over and
sat at one of the desks."
Tanner's suspicions were
confirmed when he spotted the
man pretending to read a
newspaper while surreptitiously
rummagfng through a backpack
which was beside a chair. The
villain, however, soon felt the
penetrating glaze of
righteousness bearing down on
him. '
Uneasy about Tanner's stareslthe ,man suddenly got up ana
pretended to walk away~ But
~that-theainount of this kind of
?laim is only limited by the
Imagination of the plaintiff's
attorney. , '
Students were attentive as the
rather young Ellett plotted his
>career moves in reaching' this
important position as Chief
Counsel to the FAA. ' In
advising the students, Ellett
emphasized, "No, matter what
you do, always think about the
options. ',I From" his judicial
clerkship to his associate
position at Hogan&: Hartson to
Chief Counsel of the FAA,Mr.
Ellett explained that keep~ his
options open was key. He fmds
working for the FAA"one of
the most interesting Iega l jobs'
in Washington." It requires long
hours but the work is very
enjoyable. Those who work for
the ,federal government have a
, lot of responsibility placed upon
them, but as Ellett remarked,
"this is the kind of experience
you will never get with any law
firm."
Tanner was not so easily fooled.
No, one would have to be much
more clever to pull one over on
this superhero. ,Tanner began
surveillance' procedures as the
man moved in on his next
target--a woman's purse"
Tanner watched as the scoundrel
went through the purse and
then escaped to the mens room
to examine his plunder and dWlp
off incriminating evidence. At
this point the knave probably
figured that he was home free.
But oh, how naive and foolish
he was. This misguided
dastardly felon did not know
that the ubiquitous Troy
Tanner--Conqueror of
Le a g a-l e a s e , Upholder of
Professional Responsibility and
God of the Federal Reporters--
was hot on his trail.
As the cur continued his
search for likely targets, Tanner
shifted into action. Hequickly
went downstairs and informed
the' library staff of his
discovery. While the library
workers dutifully notified the
authorities (in the form of the
campus security), Tanner
fearlessly went back to the
scene of the crime to keep an
eye on the miscreant.' Stated
. Tanner, "I was afraid that he
might. get away' before the
police arrived." Such a sense of
duty and dedication! It makes
this humble recorder's eyes
water.
When Tanner returned to the
second floor he was unable to,
locate the hoodlum. No cause'
r 0 r a.l arm ...was,,~ri.e.c.esaars ,.,-~
however. When Tanner fingers
a bad guy, he stays fingered. It
turned out that, thanks to
Tanner's excellent description
("he was wearing a blue beret")
, the security guards had already
apprehended the renegade.
, Though ,"the man vehemently
denied his guilt, Tanner went up
'to the restroom and retrieved
theevidence--the discarded,
naked wallets. When the
sleazeball continued to deny
everything, Tanner, with officers
in tow, returned once more to
the third floor and found one of
the unsuspecting' victims.
"Show us your purse!,"
Tanner boomed in a voice such
as found only in Marvel Comic
,Books. When the victim found
that her purse was in fact
missing, the low-life's fate was
doomed. After a desperate dash
for freedom, the culprit was
carted away. Thanks to a brave
student, our .haIlowed halls are
safe once more.
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Classifieds
Healthy males wanted as semen
donors: help infertile couple.
Confidentiality insured.
Excellent compensation. 'Contact
Dr. Fugger at Genetics &: IVF
Ins titute,Fairfax, VA. 698-
7355•.Holiday Spa membership:
renewable, paid off for 198.f?~
$300. Call Ted at 979-1725 (11)
or 557-6826 (W).
Typing by Le(tal Secretary:
Have your typmg done by a
professional, quickly and
accurately, on an IBM-III for
$1.50 a page. I'm located three
blocks from campus. Call 780-
1688, 248-4360 or 960-6851.
What! You missed homecoming?
It was~reat •.• • the dancing,
the stnglng, the fl<?ats, the game
•• • everythmg. Most
importantly, the memories are
key -- but then you didn't go,
so you don't have those
memeories. But you can have a
t-shtrt, Stop by theSBA Office
and get your today! ,
This space contributed as a public service.
,THISYEAR
PUT AN ENDTOYOUR
DEADLY It
.. ~....... )..... '
GreatAmeric:~Smoke~ut-Nov.20B
Don't Be Lacked Into
a Bar Review· Caurse
2 of every 3
Donuts Stolen
SBA off ic ia Is dec ided to
cancel donut service late last
week, citing heavy revenue'
losses and overwhelming thefts.
Ac cording to SBA Vice'
President Bill Koch, on Tuesday,
November 11, 119 donuts were
stolen and only 61 were patd "
for. Koch explained that smce
there was no coffee service that
day, the losses can be attributed
solely to donut thefts. Since
the service is provided by the
Commencement Committee, the
losses must be taken from their
budget.
Koch was very disappointed!
stating that the SBAhad triea
to sustain the service as long.as
possible, but that this past week
has ~roved too unprofitable to
contmue any longer. Koch was
especially upset that two out of
three donuts are stolen from too
SBA.
Several NLC students,
however, disagree that donut
theft is responsible for the
losses. One student stated that
he thought the cash was being
stolen, rather than the donuts.
Another student expressed that
probably a combination of donut
theft and money thef twas
occurring. '
Although donuts will no longer
be available for ravenous NLC
gluttons, coffee, service will
, continue so long as it breaks even.
Ixplore four ·Ilternatives III
Consider PIIPIR' .
!bl Bar Caursl !batCarls
PIEPER 'REP
ROSA RODRIGUEZ~MERA
~
~
~fII4,
THE PROFESSIONAL
TYPINO· ... ·WORJ)
PROCESSING CENTER
LEGAL TYPING
RESUMES - COVER LETTERS
THESES - DISSERTATIONS
TERM PAPERS - LEGAL BRIEFS
STUDENT DISCOUNTS
RUSH JOBS ASPECIALTY
,WE'VE MOVED!
Near Canpus: 2021 L se., N.W.
Suite 250
1887:-01711
Hours: Weekdays 8 am - 7 pm
Saturday 10am.~.,5:pm
